With the development of the cloud computing, and more and more application is upload to the cloud side, however the how to locate the cloud computing server node remain a question to debate.
computing will become a computer organize form of next generation. The cloud computing also cost vary problem, for example how to find the resource in optimization cost and how to make the friendly inference the in the cloud situation.
particle swarm optimization
Standard PSO algorithm is first presented by Kennedy, Eberhart in 1995 [13] . After standard PSO algorithm, there are a lot of improvement, and several application and case have already been solved by the PSO algorithm.
the function of the standard PSO algorithm
The position and velocity of swarm as follow:
The optimization value of the particle i is marked as:
The optimization value of the swarm is marked as:
Each particle will change position and velocity the every step based on the follow function:
The description of the standard PSO algorithm
The step of standard PSO algorithm as follow:
Step 1: initialize the swarm include the position and velocity
Step 2: using the PSO algorithm to find the optimization value.
Step 2.1: find the optimization value of each particle( i p ) and optimization value of swarm( ig p ).
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ij n is position of city i node j. k p is particle k.
Definition 3 the variable range of the particle i is called as the particle range i. marked as i RP .
Note: the particle range should include all the server node of one city. 
The description of improved PSO algorithm
The description of improved PSO algorithm as follow:
Step 1: initialize the swarm include the position and velocity.
Step 2: using PSO to find the minimum sum distance of the
Step 2.1: find the optimization value of each particle Step1: select several different several data-sets of TSP from the TSP database, and use one point represents a server node of the cloud. The data-set represents one city.
Step2: each node plus a offset which far bigger than the coordinate of dataset's node coordinate, and make sure the same dataset node having same offset.
Step3: make sure all dataset is far away from each other, or go to step2.
Step 4: set the location of center data base.
The selected dataset and offset as follows: As table 1 shows the all city is created by 3 different data sets, and offset is far larger than TSP length.
The coordinate of the center data base is location is (1600, 1200) and (600, 700). 
The experiment result

